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Abstract: The paper is devoted to analysis of effectiveness the usage of modern statistical model of 

digital image for revealing the stego images with data, embedded in transformation domain of cover 

images. It is considered the case of applying of standard Subtractive Pixel Adjacency Matrix model for 

detection the presence of stegodata, hidden with usage of various type the cover image transformation 

– Discrete Cosine Transform, Discrete Wavelets Transform, Singular Value Decomposition. It is 

established that accuracy of stego image detection by usage of the model rises by increasing the 

amount of stage the cover image processing and significantly depends on type of embedded stegodata. 
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Introduction 

During the last days of computer systems widespread usage of high speed communication systems 

(CS), integration of government agencies and private corporations computers systems into global 

network, usage of various types the communication services led to corresponding revision of 

methodology the attacks of malefactors and terrorists [Tallinn, 2013]. Significant part of success these 

attacks depends on the reliable communication between the intruders for data transmission and 

coordination of actions. In most cases such communication channels are embedded in existed 

information flows in various types the communication services, such as social networks, multimedia files 

sharing, Voice-over-IP services, with usage of steganographic systems (SS) [The Cisco, 2014]. 

Therefore, the early detection and counteraction the hidden messages (stegodata) transferring in 

communication services are important task today. 

As cover media for stegodata are widely used difference types of multimedia files, in particular digital 

images (DIs), which is explained by high redundancy of theirs representation in digital form [Fridrich, 

2010]. Existed methods of image steganography can be divided in two groups – embedding in spatial 

domain (LSB-methods) and in the transformation domain (TD) [Katzenbeisser, 2000]. LSB methods 

allow minimizing the distortion of cover image parameters by stego images forming, but has relatively 

low robustness to any alteration of stego image by DIs transferring in CS. Message hiding in TD is 
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based on usage the different types transformations of cover images by stegodata embedding. It allows 

considerably increasing the robustness of obtained stego images to active steganalysis by preservation 

the fixed distortion of cover image’s parameters. 

For revealing the stego images with data, embedded in spatial and transformation domains of cover 

images, were proposed effective approaches, based on statistical [Pevny, 2008; Fridrich, 2012], 

multifractal [Progonov, 2014a, 2014b, 2014d], variogram [Progonov 2014c] and spectral [Doroshenko, 

2014] analysis. In spite of “universality” the statistical methods, in most cases they are used for 

revealing the stego images with data, embedded only in spatial domain or JPEG domain of cover 

images. Therefore it is represented the interest to investigate the effectiveness of applying statistical 

steganalysis for discerning the stego images with data, hidden in TD. 

In the paper we investigated the effectiveness of usage the statistical model of images, based on 

Markov features the DIs, for detection the presence of stegodata, hidden in various TD. Obtained results 

can be used by creation of universal stegodetectors for revealing the stego image with data, embedded 

in spatial as well as difference transformation domains of digital images. 

Related Works 

For revealing the stego images with data, embedded in spatial domain of DIs, there were proposed 

structural analysis method [Dumitrescu, 2002] and approaches, based on applying the statistical models 

(SMs) of DI [Pevny, 2010b; Kodovsky, 2009]. In most cases SM are created for realization the targeting 

attack on specified SS, which limits further usage of proposed SM for revealing the another methods of 

stegodata embedding. For overcome mentioned limitation it was proposed [Fridrich, 2012] to merge the 

separate SMs into the rich models (RMs) of DI. It allows successfully attack the modern highly 

undetectable embedding algorithms (for instance, HUGO algorithm [Pevny, 2010a]), which has been 

impossible with usage of simple SMs. Limitation of practical usage the RMs is high dimensionality of 

features space (for example, 34671 features for SRM model [Fridrich, 2012]), which leads to 

complication of stegodetector tuning procedure. Due to this, further improvements of RM are carried out 

by optimization the used feature space or development the alternative statistical models of DIs [Holub, 

2013b, 2015]. 

Alternative approach to create the highly undetectable embedding algorithms (HUEA) is message hiding 

in TD of cover image, in particular in spectral domain of DI (for instance, WOW algorithm [Holub, 2012], 

UNIWARD method [Holub, 2013a]). Rich models, proposed for revealing of such HUEA, are based on 

assumption the stegodata hiding in JPEG-domain of DIs [Kodovsky, 2009, 2012b], which led to 

narrowing of application domain for these models. Therefore it is represented the interest to investigate 

the effectiveness of applying the standard spatial domain-based RMs for revealing the stegodata, 

embedding with usage both spectral (Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Two-Dimensional Discrete 
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Wavelets Transform (2D-DWT)) and special (Singular Value Decomposition, SVD) transformation of the 

cover images. 

The Goal and Contribution 

The goal of paper is investigation of effectiveness the application of Subtractive Pixels Adjacency Matrix 

(SPAM) model for revealing the stego image with data, embedded with usage of one-stage and multi-

stage methods in the spectral and singular value domains of the cover images.  

Multidomain Data Embedding Methods 

Historically, the first methods, proposed for message embedding in spatial domain, were based on 

substitution the least significant bits of pixels by stegodata [Fridrich, 2010]. These methods allows 

embedding the message with volume up to 1/8 of cover image’s size, but result in specific distortion of 

image parameters – changing the statistics of bit value distribution (chi-square attack [Westfeld, 1999]) 

or local correlation among neighboring pixels (Sample Pairs Analysis [Dumitrescu, 2002], RS Analysis 

[Fridrich, 2004]). Modern approaches to message hiding with applying of LSB-methods based on 

adaptive selection of image context for stegodata embedding and usage the encoding systems for 

minimization the amount of changed pixels [Fridrich, 2010]. 

For increase the robustness of the stego images to possible alteration or intentional changes by image 

transmission in CS, Zhao and Koch proposed to use the peculiarities of DCT [Zhao, 1995]. Based on 

this work, the separate class of methods for stegodata embedding in DIs with usage of classical spectral 

as well as special transformations was developed.  

Choice the type of cover image transformation depends on requirements to SS – usage of spectral 

transformation (for instance, Discrete Wavelets or Cosine Transforms) allows increase the endurance of 

formed stego images to applying the standard transformation, such as lossy compressions, while 

special types of transformation (for example, Singular Value Decomposition) gives opportunity to 

decrease the distortion of cover image parameters. 

 In the work we analyzed the methods, which are based on usage both groups of cover image 

transformations, as well as the case of one-stage and multistage message embedding, when several 

transformation are used simultaneously.  

The list and parameters of investigated embedding methods are represented in table 1. Message 

embedding was provided by weighted summation of transformation coefficient the cover image coverK  

and stegodata dataK  in specified transformation domain: 

   ,stego cover dataK K G K  (1)
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where G weighted coefficient, which is used for variation the energy of stegodata. Values of the 

coefficient G were changed from minG  (lower bound of stegodata reconstruction on receiver’s side the 

SS) to maxG  (appearance the visual distortion of cover image by message hiding) with step G  (Table 

1). Cover image payload is determined as fraction of changed coefficients by message hiding to total 

amount of the transformation coefficients. By stego images forming each color channels of cover image 

and stegodata were processed independently. 

 

Table 1. Analyzed methods the message embedding in transformation domain of digital images 

Authors 

Cover image processing 
Stegodata 

processing 

Weighted coefficient 

G  

1st stage 
2nd 

stage 
3rd stage minG  maxG  G  

Dey (2011) 2D-DWT – – 2D-DWT 0.02 0.08 0.02 

Agarwal (2006) SVD  – – SVD 0.02 0.08 0.02 

Joseph (2013) 2D-DWT SVD – SVD 0.1 2 0.5 

Khan (2013) 2D-DWT DCT SVD SVD 0.5 4 1 

 

Approximation W  and detailed W  coefficients of 2D-DWT transform of grayscale image ,x yI  with 

size M N  (pixels) were calculated according to further formulae [Gonzalez, 2008]: 
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current decomposition levels; ,m n spatial shift parameters for two-dimensional scaling and wavelet 

functions. 

Inverse DWT was calculated according to formula [Gonzalez, 2008]: 
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According to Dey, Joseph and Khan methods the detailed coefficient were used for message hiding in 

cover image, which is explained by features of human vision – relatively low sensitivity to slight changes 

of fine details the images. As basic functions of 2D-DWT were used the Haar wavelet and 

corresponding scaling function. 

Direct and inverse DCT of grayscale image ,x yI  with size M N  (pixels) were calculated according to 

further formula [Oppengeim, 2010]: 
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where     , , , , , , ,r x y u v s x y u v correspondingly, kernels of direct and inverse DCT,      ,u v

normalization multipliers. 

SVD of grayscale image ,x yI  with size M N  (pixels) were provided according to formula [Murphy, 

2012]: 

    , ,T
x y M M M N N NI U S V  

where ,U V orthonormal matrix of left and right eigenvectors; S diagonal matrix, which contains the 

singular values of matrix , ,
T

x y x yI I . Stegodata embedding was provided with usage of eigenvalues due 

to ambiguous the eigenvector reconstruction (up to theirs permutation) on the receiver’s side of SS. 

SPAM Model of Digital Images 

Consequence of embedding stegodata in cover images with usage of any steganographic methods is 

alteration of cover parameters. Due to this, significant part of modern steganalysis methods is based on 

analysis the changing of cover image parameters and further creation the cluster of image’s 

characteristics, which changes at most by stego image forming. It should be mentioned that in most 
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cases providing of targeting steganalysis is impossible due to absence or scantiness the priory 

information about the embedding domain or hiding algorithm. Therefore modern approach for stego 

image detection is usage of cover RMs (CRMs) – consolidation of several simple SM of cover images, 

which is based on peculiarities of DI (for instance, Markov features) or specific of image parameters 

alteration by message hiding. 

Existed CRMs can be divided into two groups – spatial-domain and JPEG-domain based models. These 

models were developed for targeting steganalysis of modern embedding methods (for instance, CC-

PEV model for attack the YASS algorithm [Kodovsky, 2009]) or creation the universal (blinf) 

stegodetectors for revealing the stego images in case of absence the a priory information about the 

embedding method (for example, [Kodovsky, 2012b]). Limitation of known JPEG-domain based models 

is theirs ability for detection only the specific types of hiding algorithm, while spatial-domain based 

models (SDBMs) also give opportunity to provide the blind steganalysis. Therefore it is represented the 

interest to use the SDBMs for revealing the steganograms with data, embedding in various TD. 

In the work we investigated the efficiency of well-known Subtractive Pixel Adjacency Matrix (SPAM) 

model [Pevny, 2010b]. SPAM model is based on usage the first and second order Markov chains (MCs) 

for modeling the dependencies between difference ,x yD  of adjacency pixels in grayscale image ,x yI . 

For instance, difference between brightness of horizontally adjacent pixels can be represented as: 

1


 , , , .x y x y x yD I I  

Then parameters 
u,vM  ( 

,u,v wM ) of first (second) order of MC were calculated according to further 

formulae [Pevny, 2010b]: 
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where  22 1 k T  and  32 1 k T  for first and second  order MC correspondingly. 

For increasing the performance of SPAM model, according to recommendation [Pevny, 2010b], in the 

work were used the second-order MC for modelling the difference between adjacent pixels with 

threshold 3 .T  Therefor the dimensionality of features space for grayscale cover image was equal to 

 3 32 2 1 2 7 686    T . 
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Results 

Analysis of effectiveness the SPAM model for revealing the stego images with data, embedded in TD, 

were provided with usage of cover images (JPEG, True Color) packet MIRFlickr-25k [Huiskes, 2008]. 

For training and testing of stegodetector were used the subset of 2,500 pseudo randomly selected and 

scaled DI from packet. As stegodata were used three DI – engine’s draft, map and portrait. 

Characteristics of the stegodata are represented in Table 2: 

 

Table 2. Characteristics of used test digital images and stegodata 

Characteristics Engine’s draft Map Portrait 

Resolution, pixels 567 463  800 800  565 850  

Color system RGB 

Format BMP 

 

By investigation, cover image payloads were changed from 5% to 25% with step 5% and from 25% to 

95% with step 10%. Weighted coefficientsG , for each investigated embedding method, were changed 

from minG  up to maxG  with step G  (Table 1). 

The stegodetector was training with usage of half the test packet. Testing the tuned stegodetector was 

provided on the remained half of test packet. Recognition of stego images by stegodetector was 

provided with usage of ensemble classifier [Kodovsky, 2012a]. As base classifier was used the Fisher’s 

Linear Discriminant (FLD), which was tuned for minimization of total detection error EP  on training 

subset the test packet: 

 1
2
   min ,

FA
E FA MD FAP
P P P P  

where ,FA MDP P denote the probabilities of false alarm and missed detection respectively. Assessment of

FAP and MDP  was provided according to bootstrap estimation algorithm [Kodovsky, 2012a] by training 

each base classifier lB on pseudo random selected subset of training set 
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where ,m mx x training samples;  1 2 , , ...lD l d pseudo randomly selected subset of features from 

general feature space with dimensionality d ; blM bootstrap sample of  1 2, ... trnN ; trnN amount of 

test cover images at training stage. 

The total detection error EP (out-of-bag (OOB) error) for stegodetector after training phase was 

computed according to formula: 

         
1

1 1
2



     .
trnN

n n n
E OOB m mtrn

m

P B x B x
N

 

Analysis of accuracy the stego image detection was provided with usage of SPAM model was provided 

for two cases – with usage of all or separate stegodata for stegodetector training and testing. 

Investigation was provided for grayscale (separate color channels of test DIs) and true color images. 

Estimation of mean value and variance of the OOB-error EP  was provided by repeating the training and 

testing stage 10 times. 

Results of testing the performance of stegodetector, tuned with usage of SPAM model, by message 

hiding in TD are represented at Figure 1 and Table 3. 

It should be mentioned the unexpected results for the Dey, Joseph and Khan methods – total detection 

error EP  depends only on weighted coefficient G , in other words on stegodata energy (Figures 1b - 

1d). It can be explained by ability of 2D-DWT to separate the details on DI depends on theirs orientation. 

Due to this it is possible to minimize the distortion of Markov features by selection of detailed coefficient 

(direction of fine details) for message hiding. 

Secondly, usage of SVD (Figure 1a) allows considerably decrease the precision of stego image 

detection in comparison with 2D-DWT cases (Figures 1b - 1d). Also, the high level of OOB for Agarwal 

method preserved for wide range of cover image payloads and weighted parameter G  values, which 

indicates about the relatively low effectiveness of usage the SPAM model it this case. Obtained results 

are explained with usage statistical interpretation of SVD transform – opportunity to decompose the DI 

on components with maximum variance [Murphy, 2012].  

Usage of cover image’s components with higher variance for message embedding allows decrease the 

changes of difference the brightness of adjacent pixels and, correspondingly, alteration the parameters 

of MC and SPAM model. 

Results, represented at Figure 1, allow us estimating the minimum OOB error for SPAM model due to 

usage of all color channels and types of stegodata at training phase of stegodetector tuning. So, let see 

the results for more “realistic” situation, when only part of available information can be used for 

stegodetector adjustment (Table 3): 
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a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  
 

Figure 1. Mean value and variation of total detection error EP for stegodetector by usage of SPAM 
model and all cover image color channels and stegodata type. Message was embedded according to: 

(a) – Agarwal method;  (b) – Dey method; (c) – Joseph method; (d) – Khan method 
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Table 3. Mean values and variance of total detection error EP  for investigated methods (Maximum 

OOB-error / Variance of OOB-error / Minimum OOB-error) 

 All color channel 
Separate color channel 

Red color Green color Blue color 

Agarwal method 

All stegodata 
28.78 / 0.52 / 

3.37 

31.97 / 0.53 / 

5.51 

33.45 / 0.54 / 

4.93 
35.07 / 0.44 / 5.36 

Stegodata type “Draft” 
30.67 / 0.81 / 

3.17 

32.86 / 1.07 / 

4.36 

34.06 / 0.96 / 

3.82 
36.53 / 1.07 / 4.62 

Stegodata type “Map” 
30.77 / 1.06 / 

3.28 

33.08 / 0.94 / 

5.13 

34.64 / 0.85 / 

4.16 

36.73 / 0.997 / 

4.85 

Stegodata type 

“Portrait” 

30.46 / 0.87 / 

4.52 

32.88 / 0.90 / 

7.35 

34.66 / 0.86 / 

6.14 
35.99 / 0.92 / 7.03 

Dey method 

All stegodata 
13.70 / 0.51 / 

0.50 

26.90 / 0.96 / 

1.70 

20.80 / 0.71 / 

1.20 
27.00 / 0.85 / 1.30 

Stegodata type “Draft” 
17.00 / 0.88 / 

1.20 

26.40 / 0.76 / 

2.00 

19.70 / 0.78 / 

1.40 
26.00 / 0.72 / 1.70 

Stegodata type “Map” 
17.70 / 0.88 / 

0.80 

26.80 / 0.80 / 

1.70 

20.90 / 0.87 / 

1.30 
27.10 / 1.03 / 1.40 

Stegodata type 

“Portrait” 

18.20 / 1.02 / 

1.30 

27.60 / 1.01 / 

2.10 

20.90 / 0.71 / 

1.50 
27.30 / 1.05 / 1.80 

Joseph method 

All stegodata 
40.67 / 0.43 / 

0.49 

43.19 / 0.40 / 

0.64 

43.14 / 0.61 / 

0.82 
44.09 / 0.45 / 0.63 

Stegodata type “Draft” 
38.86 / 1.08 / 

0.37 

40.64 / 0.78 / 

0.22 

40.00 / 0.91 / 

0.40 
41.80 / 0.81 / 0.31 

Stegodata type “Map” 
46.28 / 0.83 / 

0.26 

47.92 / 0.66 / 

0.28 

47.23 / 0.90 / 

0.23 
46.94 / 0.96 / 0.34 

Stegodata type 

“Portrait” 

46.84 / 0.87 / 

0.83 

47.50 / 0.62 / 

1.16 

47.15 / 0.75 / 

1.09 
47.27 / 0.81 / 0.59 
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 All color channel 
Separate color channel 

Red color Green color Blue color 

Khan method 

All stegodata 1.61 / 0.17 / 0.07 2.10 / 0.19 / 0.08 1.83 / 0.13 / 0.06 1.94 / 0.12 / 0.07 

Stegodata type “Draft” 1.67 / 0.18 / 0.00 2.17 / 0.27 / 0.00 1.78 / 0.25 / 0.00 1.96 / 0.21 / 0.00 

Stegodata type “Map” 1.83 / 0.24 / 0.00 2.58 / 0.24 / 0.01 2.26 / 0.26 / 0.00 1.99 / 0.17 / 0.01 

Stegodata type 

“Portrait” 
2.21 / 0.29 / 0.11 2.73 / 0.34 / 0.08 2.69 / 0.25 / 0.10 2.77 / 0.38 / 0.11 

 

First of all, it should be mentioned that values of OOB errors are significantly variance for various color 

channels (Table 3) – OOB error is minimal for green channel and maximum for blue channel (Agarwal, 

Dey and Joseph methods) or red channel (Khan method). Obtained results are explained by procedure 

of DI acquisition in digital camera or scanners – presence of demosaicing (debayering) stage, when the 

equalization of energy the DI spectral components according to peculiarities the human vision is carried 

out [Fridrich, 2010]. It is realized by averaging the values for adjacent green subpixels, which leads to 

corresponding suppression of noise. Message hiding leads to distortion of statistics parameters for 

green color channel, which is registered by corresponding change of results for SPAM model. 

Also, the values of OOB errors for stegodata type “Portrait” are higher for all considered methods in 

comparison with other types of stegodata (Table 3). Such “imbalance” in obtained results is explained 

by substantially lesser amount of fine details for Portrait-stegodata, which leads to corresponding 

decreasing the number of changed pixels by stego image forming. 

Conclusion 

On the basis on conducted analysis of OOB errors by usage the SPAM model for detection the stego 

images with data, embedded with applying of various transforms, it is established that: 

1. Effectiveness of SPAM model significantly depends on amount of stage the cover image processing 

by stegodata hiding – the lowest OOB-errors are achieved in case of usage the multistage embedding 

methods. Increase the OOB error took place by applying of SVD for message hiding (Agarwal and 

Joseph embedding methods), which explained by usage the image components with the higher 

variance for stegodata hiding; 
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2. Range of OOB errors value in case of 2D-DWT usage for stego images forming depends only on 

weighted parameter G . Due to this it is impossible to provide the quantitative steganalysis with usage 

of tuned stegodetector – estimation of cover image payload by analysis of variation of changes the 

parameters of SPAM model; 

3. Considerable influence on level the OOB error has type of used stegodata and color channel of cover 

image by message hiding. Therefore it is recommended to provide the adjustment of stegodetectors 

with usage as much as possible testing message and usage both grayscale as well as true color images 

for increase the accuracy of steganogram discerning. 
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